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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

In connection with the analysis in the previous chapter in the “Hidden 

Figures” movie script using an intrinsic approach that includes characterization, 

plot and setting, and also through a genetic structuralism theory, I can finally draw 

conclusions. 

I conclude that the intrinsic approach can be used to analyze the Hidden 

Figures movie script. For characterization, I used the showing method to 

understand the characterization of Katherine, Mary they are the main character 

from this movie script. They are a smart confident, brave, toughness, strong mind 

and caring character. While the plot is also very supportive of the characterization 

and setting and this movie script. Plot is the main part of the movie because it is 

used to explain the chronology of an event that has been made by the director. The 

setting used is Hampton in the 1960s to support the five kinds of settings that have 

been discussed in the previous chapter. 

For the extrinsic approach, I use Discrimination theory by Fred L Pincus It 

was inevitable that the literature case on the racial discrimination in the  Hidden 

Figures’s Movie Script. Racial Discrimination occured when someone was treated 

less favorably than another person because of their race, color, nationality or ethnic 

origin. According to Fred L (Pincus F. L., 1996), Racial discrimination classified 

in theree types which are individual discrimination, institutional discrimination, 

and the last structural discrimination. These three types have different 

classifications. I use two types of racial discrimination which are individual 

discrimination and institutional discrimination. Most racial discrimination occurs 

in the office such as in the computing room, in the Space Task Group, in the 

Zielensky's room, etc. But apart from that, racial discrimination also occurs in 

several places, such as the public library, courtroom, etc. At NASA, racial 

discrimination was very dominant. Almost all employees at NASA were white 

people. This made white people the majority at NASA. And the colored was a 

minority who did not have the power like that of the white race.  
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In the world of work, with race assumed that colored did not have more 

abilities than white race. So white race was considered better than colored. 

However, the three roles Mary, Katherine, Dorothy were great women who dare to 

argue to defend the existence of colored. They proved that the colored, which they 

considered as a backward race, poor, stupid, had no potential, was not true. 

Everyone had equal rights in social treatment. 

Not only at NASA, racial discrimination also occured in several places in 

America, namely in the courtroom, Hampton School, and Public Library. The 

place also had a policy regarding colored. White race got special treatment than 

colored. While colored got any restrictions. In fact, it was very visible with the 

separation of bookshelves between colored and white races. Even though they had 

the same rights, and they should be free to look for books on the White Race shelf 

and vice versa. So it can created an attitude of tolerance and also like human beings 

who need each other. 

 The discriminator must have some reason or problem why they do that 

kind of behavior. In this Movie Script there was stereotype between white race  and 

colored. White race thought that colored had many weaknesses and especially in 

the world of work the white race was the full holder of power. It was because they 

considered that colored had no potential in education or education. In fact, what 

they concluded was that they were actually generalizing to a group, and not 

evaluating individuals.  

The moral value contained in this research is, we don't always have to rebel 

when we want to demand something. We can make an effort like these three main 

character.  I hope this research will increase knowledge about Fred L Pincus theory 

about the type of Racial Discrimination and sociology of literature. I also hope that 

this research can be useful for those who are interested in deepening their 

knowledge of analyzing a literary work using Fred L Pincus theory. Hopefully this 

research can add information and can also be used as a comparison to write a better 

analysis for further research. 

 


